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In my last year at the Rochester Institute of
Technology, while exploring the techniques of
"lamination,"
using a combination of metals and
plastics, it grew on me that I could simulate the
properties of textiles in unexpected and unusual
ways; soft textures and patterns, pliable and
flowing like spun cloth, giving the illusion of
fabric all out of hard metals and cold plastics.
This endeavour and the fruits of it is the subject
of my thesis.
To achieve this theme, I have exploited every form
of manipulation and enrichment available to the
artist working in metals. I have emulated the
artists of yester year, who mastered the
decorative techniques of inlay, damascene, mokume,
overlay, repousse, and engraving. I have modified
and simplified some of them by the use of modern
techniques and tools. Contemporary techniques in
rolling, drilling, bladesawing, lamination, and
inlay are used freely. For color, patinas,
lacquer, and resin provide enrichment.
To achieve my artistic aspirations, I studied
textile design in depth, with particular interest
in those features that were amenable to
reproduction or simulation in metal.
My presentation will comprise a collection of
handraised surface designs with an analysis of the
basic artistic and technical principles involved.
The script will be supported by pictures of my
work, expressing both my artistic ideas and the
use of both old and innovative techniques.
I hope my thesis conveys a sense of steady
progression and maturation of the basic theme,
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surface design
"These are the best of times" for artists,
especially those whose trade or skill has a
technical or mechanical component. At no time in
history has the metalsmith enjoyed the freedom of
expression, the choice of materials and the access
to modern instrumentation and technology as one
does today. Unfettered by tradition, the
metalsmith is free to use both the old and the
new, to mix and match the materials one uses
without constraint, with only the end result
determining the worth of one's efforts.
The idea of simulating the properties of textiles
was largely fortuitous. It was the outcome of a
series of experiments with different metals, using
a variety of tools and techniques and with no
clear picture of what the end result would be. It
was a random process undertaken with great
abandon, with no preconceived ideas. A lot of my
work, even now, and at least at the initial
stages, has a large element of unpredictability.
When enjoying artistic freedom, creating my own
work, I do not put pen to paper until the process
or concept has reached a stage where I can begin
to picture, in my mind's eye, the possible end
result.
I do not start with a finished design or a fixed
idea. My familiarity with the properties of
different materials and growing skills with
different mechanical and technical devices give me
an instinctive feel for what a particular
technique will yield. So, it is not entirely blind
but it does allow me much more flexibility
throughout the process, right up to the final
stages. It is somewhere along the line, when the
different ideas begin to knit together, that I may
commit my design to paper. Even at
this stage the
design is not final. This is the joy of creating
for the sake of creating, without having to work
to a preconceived design. It may not put bread on
the table but it whets the artist's appetite.
Because of my work style, a
well-equipped workshop
and a good stock of materials is paramount. A wide
range of common metals, sheets, wires, and
tubes
in several gauges is a must. It gives me the
freedom to concentrate on the more artistic and
creative techniques without having to adapt or
make do. The thrust of these remarks will
become
more apparent as I go through the details of
surface design
creating a piece of work.
Thorough familiarity with the properties of metals
and an educated and instinctive skill in the use
of tools, both simple and sophisticated, are a
pre-requisite for artistic freedom. It frees the
mind and hands from the mundane, and encourages
artistic spontaneity, the single most important
attribute for a metalsmith.
Because of my curiosity and interest in
improvisation, I often am carried away by a new
technique, a simpler and less laborious way of
achievinq an
'effect.' I am often entranced by the
'effect' itself and my ability to create or modify
it. It seems, at times, that the means justify the
ends. There are also times when the result is 'so-
so,
' both as a technique and as an art form, and I
have to start all over again. With growing
experience, even with simple forms, I am able to
enliven it by introducing design elements to
enhance the result.
The metalsmith today has the best of all worlds.
Many of the techniques used by our forebears are
still in use. One cannot fail to be amazed by the
intricate designs and filigree work of the
metalsmiths of ancient times, working with the
most basic tools and under very trying
conditions. [1] Museums are the storehouses of this
vast fund of knowledge and experience and we go to
observe and learn. One comes away with the feeling
that 'nothing is
new' but that is not really true.
It is our duty and prerogative as artists to make
a lasting contribution to the art that we
practice.
The modern metalsmith enjoys the bounty of
tradition but is not bound by it. It would have
been considered taboo a century ago to mix metals
with other materials like wood or acrylics. In
addition to the traditional metals used by smiths
in past centuries, we have a variety of pure
metals and alloys with their own beauty and
properties, opening a whole new
vista. There is no
doubt that the most avant garde in the field of
metalsmithing were the Japanese, who,
unlike their
counterparts in the Western hemisphere, were not
purists. [2] They were artists in
the true sense of
the word and did not confine their work to the
surface design
noble metals. They were venturesome and
experimented with base and precious metals as well
as alloys. They were proficient enough to make
their own alloys and the result was an unlimited
range of texture, surface appearance, and color.
Their legacy has been bounteous, both in the
flexibility of materials and techniques. Nunome
zogan, honzogan, and yosefuki are some of the
well-recognised techniques that they bequeathed to
posterity. [3]
We have soldering systems that were not even
dreamt of and tools that can do in minutes what a
metalsmith spent days to achieve. It would be a
sad commentary if the metalsmith of today could
not, and in fact did not, improve on the works of
the past. Of necessity, tastes have changed, and
the magnitude of art work, in sheer size, has
diminished. But 'metalwork' as an art, continues
to prosper and future generations will no doubt
respect our work as we do those of our ancestors.
The artist's mind is always open to new ideas;
watching the work of other artists, browsing
through books or visiting museums and storing away
little snippets of information and innovative
ideas for future reference. I enjoy scavenging for
discarded metal scraps and pieces of metal mesh in
the metal workshop bin. I then have a field day
folding, rolling, hammering, and blending
different metals to produce exciting and
surprising effects. This is how my interest in
textile simulation first began.
I think of tools as an extension of my hands, and
will describe, in some detail, the unusual ways in
which I use some common tools.
In this particular project, I find the rolling
mill a most valuable aid. It is time saving and
economical in the use of materials. It greatly
reduces the need for hammering and peening and
almost substitutes for forging. I can reduce metal
sheeting to any gauge, tape wires,
bevel edges,
and create a variety of surface
decoration by
little modifications or tricks that I have learned
by experiment. For example, a
thin gauge of metal
soldered to a thicker gauge and rolled out,
creates subtle differences in the physical
properties of the metal. Similarly, the use of two
Copper, 2 6 gauge; drilled, bladesawn, and
solder-
inlaid; rolled and folded
surface design
different metals with varying gauges yield an
unlimited variety of physical characteristics. I
have developed an instinctive feel for the unique
properties of different metals and have honed my
manual skills to complement the effects achieved
by mechanical tools.
The bench drill and the hand drill have become my
constant helpmates. I use the drill mainly to
achieve interesting surface decoration. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of a simple trick, I
first drill a small hole in a piece of sheetmetal
and another hole, one gauge larger, in another
sheet. The two sheets are soldered together with
the drill holes slightly offset. When this is
rolled out, the effect is a fascinating oval hole
with overlapping edges. The effect can be
heightened by the use of different metals.
A tool or a piece of machinery is only a means to
an end. The sanding machine is a great time saver
and can also produce unusual and unexpected
surface texture. The sandblasting machine has its
own decorative effect. Every artist undergoes a
metamorphosis in each stage of one's artistic
growth. In my own development, the buffing and
polishing techniques are gradually giving way to
scraping, burnishing, filing and sandblasting, to
give a more sophisticated and durable finish.
The variety of soldering materials and techniques
and the wide range of torches on the market, call
for an expertise that is well worth acquiring. It
constitutes an important part of my technical
skill. Soldering is an additive form; it is
utilized to fill out drill holes, bladesaw lines,
cut-out areas, and bonding areas. Filing and
drilling, by contrast, are subtractive forms;
filing is used to reduce the wires installed in
the sheets, to even out the soldered surface,
and
to bevel the edges. Drilling is used to make
patterns and inlays for solder flooding. Solder
inlay provides an easy technique for filling in
bladesaw lines in sheet metal. I use the solder
inlay technique extensively.
As for materials, the choice is wide
and the
limitations are only those
imposed by individual
choice (the physical properties and inherent
attractiveness of the medium) . The Japanese led
Silver, 14 qauge, and brass, 16 gauge; laminated,
drilled, copper-inlaid, scribed, burred, and set
with garnets and rubies
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the way in this field, and advances in technology
continue to produce new and exciting alloys.
In contrast to the freedom enjoyed by the Japanese
artist, the metalsmith in the Western world was
largely constrained by tradition and the
disciplines enforced by guilds, limiting their
work either to the more precious metals such as
gold or silver or the base metals. The delicate
texture and color tones of the Japanese mokume-
gane metalwork, even in their larger objects,
compares with the large etching work of the middle
ages in Europe. The latter are best exemplified by
the vast storehouses of armour in the castles of
Europe. [4]
The range and variety of surface decoration that
have been with us for centuries continue to be
improved and refined. New methods and techniques
continue to enhance the art and new machines have
made the jobs much less laborious. The rolling
mill has greatly simplified the Japanese
techniques of lamination, stretching, and forging,
The choice of surface texture or decoration is as
wide as the imagination is broad. The following
are some of the recognized techniques. Mokume,
damascene, reticulation, stamping and chasing,
repoussee, rolling, peening, etching, and
engraving are all different ways of creating
surface texture. The techniques are well described
in standard works on metalsmithing. [5] Familiarity
is the basis of success and is only acquired by
constant experimentation and innovation. Annealing
and pickling are two essential steps in metalwork
and should be mastered before proceeding to any
elaborate work.
The subject of my thesis is novel but not new;
it
is the innovative use of recognized techniques to
achieve a particular theme. Once I recognized the
possibility and the scope
of simulating the
texture and some of the properties of textiles, it
became the dominating theme of my creative work.
It is not a technique in itself but an integration
of a variety of
procedures and processes, to
achieve an end.
All artistic surface design or texture, however
Copper and brass,
and crushed
26 gauge; edge-soldered, rolled,
surface design
original or creative, is a reflection of nature as
we see it, even if we do not recognize it at
first. Texture, to the metalsmith, is three
dimensional, both visually and to the touch. The
appearance of depth and shadow, light and dark,
heightened by direct or reflected light and subtle
colors, are all part of the artist's repertoire.
The fascination of the human mind is the myriad
variety of interpretation and the extremely
disparate levels of appreciation that the same
object can evoke. But that is the essence of art.
When an artist creates a piece of work, the most
demanding critic should be the artist
herself/himself. The approval or approbation it
receives, is gratifying and stimulating, and is
the fuel that drives the artist to greater work.
But it is not the 'be all and end all' of the
artist's creative being.
All-over patterns on any surface or medium can be
attractive in themselves, aesthetically
challenging and satisfying. They need not become
drapes or cushions or quilts or wallpapers. An
array of patterned fabric with graphic imagery
seems to be saying, "Anything that can be printed
on paper can be printed on cloth. "[6] They can be
textured on metals as well.
Textile design, with its texture and infinite
range of form and color, has been further enhanced
by computer assisted graphics. Textile patterns
have acquired a certain anonymity largely
influenced by machine design; impersonal
abstractions, uncomplicated, clean, and easily
screened. [7] With textlie surface design and
texture there is a carefully resolved balance of
the concept and image process. With metals,
particularly using a rolling machine,
there is an
unpredictability and spontaneity to
the work that
makes it unique. There is, however, the risk that
the over indulqence of technology may give the
work a sterile quality. It is the responsibility
of the artist to preserve the natural and to
animate her/his work.
One of my more exciting
expectations is to project
surface design on both sides giving the
ultimate
illusion of fabrics using metals; embracing
the
whole language of fabric in design and texture.
Copper and brass, 2 0 gauge; drilled and edge-
soldered; folded, and rolled
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In my closing visual statements and descriptions,
I will endeavour to take the reader, step by step,
through technically more involved procedures and
aesthetically more pleasing end results.
The pieces I will describe are the end result of
considerable experimentation and are only a few of
the items I felt happy with and decided to keep.
Most of my work has been with the non-precious
metals, aluminum, brass, bronze, copper, nickel,
nugold, and pewter. I use silver to embellish or
to produce a surface color that is unique to
silver. Nugold is an attractive and much cheaper
substitute for gold. Silver and copper, apart from
their natural attractiveness, are also extremely
ductile and malleable and lend themselves very
well to rolling and folding. Bronze, in its varied
alloy forms, gives a range of color difficult to
achieve with a pure metal. Stainless steel in
sheet form, is very unresponsive to delicate work,
but the fine mesh rolls well to produce a springy
quality yet with a softness quite alien to steel.
For this particular theme of work, the rolling
mill has proved the most versatile tool, capable
of the most surprising effects and a tremendous
labor saver.
It is interesting and instructive to compare the
traditional surface decorations with the more
modern, remembering the enormous
contribution that
technology has made to the life of the metalsmith:
to better devote her/his time and labor to
creative work.
Comparison between the traditional and the more
modern techniques of surface design.
Traditional Modern
mokume (fused) lamination (sheet soldered)
damascene (welded) lamination (strip soldered)
forging rolling
soldering riveting









Brass, 2 0 gauge, and copper, 16 gauge; rolled,
riveted, drilled, and filled with silver tubes
surface design
niello dyed sand and resin
chasing/repousse dot-matrix printing (hence
Macchasing coined by M.
Stanitz)
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This piece is a demonstration of how a drill can
be used to produce a textured effect. Because of
previous experimentation I was able to visualise
the changes as I went along, although some of the
effects were fortuitous and some contrived.
Three pieces of 18 gauge metal, silver, copper,
and brass, approximately
3.5"
x 2", are used. The
pieces of silver and brass are drilled uniformly
in a grid pattern, using a bench drill. The copper
sheet is only drilled at the four corners and the
three sheets are anchored together by silver rods
passed through the four corner holes and then
soldered, using hard solder to allow for stretch.
At this stage, the piece is cleaned and rolled in
controlled stages until the desired visual effect
is obtained. The technique exploits the different
properties of the metals. As the three metals are
in descending order of malleability, the stretch
effects are greatest in the silver and least in
the brass, but because the surface area of the
copper is greater than the other two (because of
the drill holes) , the copper stretches most and
shows proud on all edges. This effect can of
course be varied by changing the placement of the
different metals. Because the copper is malleable,
it fills the holes in the brass more than in the
silver. The relative stretch of the three metals
gives a bevelled edge to the holes, revealing
different thickness of edge to each. This is a
basic piece to demonstrate the advantages of
lamination and the use of different metals. It is
also obvious that the variations are unlimited.





This piece was demanding in the technique of
soldering, but it was great fun to make. I did not
intend to use the roller on this item as I did not
want to distort the round dot pattern. This time I
used a sheet of 22 gauge brass and again drilled a
symmetrical grid of holes using two different
sizes of drill bits. The holes were then filled
with silver and copper rods and soldered with hard
silver solder. The silver edging was soldered
using medium solder. The surface was then filed
down to a finished surface resulting in
significant thinning of the metal making the
folding or pleating of the metal difficult. The
bending forces would put considerable shear on the
soldered spots risking either a fracture or warp
out. In spite of the risk, I made the first fold
while holding the piece in a wood faced vise. A
few spots snapped but I continued the pleating
until I had the design I wanted. The folding
process is a delicate one and I will describe it
in some detail later. To finish the piece, I
peened back the snapped solder spots and
resoldered them using easy solder to avoid the
high temperature of hard solder. A stainless steel
pin and a safety silver tube cover was added.
The
recesses were darkened with liver of sulfur and






This piece highlights a technique of lamination
and also tests one's proficiency in soldering. It
also demonstrates the use of imagination and
innovation. The end result is a flag showing "wear
and
tear,"
but that was not the original plan. It
is a triumph of technique over design. Strips of
silver, copper, brass, and bronze, in 18 gauge,
are firmly held against a sheet of 2 0 gauge brass
using pins on an asbestos block. The whole set is
annealed and touched with medium solder rod, just
enough to give a good seal while avoiding the
laborious task of filing off excess solder. This
is a technique that one learns the hard way, by
trial and error. The piece is then cut obliquely
in two and the pieces are reversed and soldered
together to offset the different metal strips. The
edges are filed down and the piece is rolled down
in stages to achieve the desired thickness. The
piece is then hand filed and bent, using
improvised techniques. The edges are hand filed
and bent to give a worn look. A stainless steel
pin and tip-sheath silver tube are soldered to the






I am particularly pleased with this piece of work.
It truly has the appearance of fabric and the
illusion is maintained by showing the pattern on
both sides. It also illustrates the use of the
blade saw, a favorite tool of mine. Let me
describe the various steps. I start with a 4"
square of 12 gauge brass sheet. A set of holes is
drilled on one pair of opposite edges. Starting
and ending at each set of drill holes, I bladesaw
a row of parallel lines using a round, coarse cut
file blade on an ordinary woodworker's coping saw
(as distinct from a standard jeweller's saw). The
cuts go through the full thickness of the brass
sheet, but stop short of the edge of the sheet.
Copper wire of the appropriate thickness is
pressed in to fill the cuts. I allow medium solder
to run from the drill holes along the lines, using
the capillary attraction created by the close
spaces between the copper wire and the brass
sheet. This is a very elegant and efficient
technique, using the minimum of solder and
practically eliminating the need to file off
excess solder. A little filing is of course
necessary to get a clean surface. Several stages
of annealing and rolling, ultimately produce the
desired effect and reduce it to a pliable 24 gauge
thickness. The unworked edges, including the drill
holes, are cut off using shears. One surface is
polished to a high finish and the other side is
sand blasted to enhance the fabric effect created
in the next stage of
'folding.'
Initially, I hand
bend the piece and then use round nosed pliers and
various sizes of dowelling to mould around. At
some stage, to achieve a sharp fold, the piece has
to be held in a vise. I may either use wood facing
or pieces of leather over the jaws of the vise, to
prevent undue scarring. This is a delicate process
and one mistake could destroy a lot of hard work.
The end result was very gratifying both as a work





This is a product of several techniques, combining
different ideas and using a variety of tools to
arrive at a certain end point. The end point was
not precisely pre determined, but that is a
hallmark of my work. Two 16 gauge pieces of copper
and silver sheet, approximately
4"
by 2.5", are
'sheet soldered' using hard solder. The soldered
piece is then drilled, in an asymmetric grid
pattern, to accept brass tubing. The brass tubing
is filled with close fitting copper wire which is
also hard soldered into the tube. The tube is then
cut into short sections which are pressed into the
drill holes and soldered in place using medium
solder. The tubes are filed down flat and the
whole piece is then rolled down to produce the
unusual effect of concentric ovals. Rows of small
holes are drilled using a bench drill. Slightly
larger diameter holes are drilled at one end of
the oval patterns and the piece is again rolled
lightly. Next, I use a technique I describe as
edqe rolling to bevel the edges. I close the
rollers almost together and then position the edge
of the piece firmly against the point of the
rollers. When the rollers grab the edge, I let the
handle go and the rollers push the piece out
creating a shiny beveled
edge. The process is
repeated on all four edges giving a very
attractive effect. To get a straight edge takes a
lot of practice, but, when mastered, it
_
is a very
time conserving technique. Again, the
first folds
are hand made and then folded around different
shaped formers on a soft faced vise to achieve the
wanted effect. To achieve the final result, the
bevelled edges are masked and the surface sand





I chose this piece as the final sample of my work,
as it illustrates a stepwise progress in technique
and skills. In this instance, I set out to make a
piece of wearable jewelry. I had a fairly clear
picture of the ultimate outcome. Minor changes
were made as the work progressed, but the main
theme was maintained. I wanted to use semi
precious stones to embellish the surface design.
I started with two rectangles of the same size, in
18 gauge silver and 14 gauge bronze. The two
pieces were bonded together. For this I used
medium silver solder sheet. The solder sheet was
rolled down to the finest tolerance manageable and
placed between the two sheets. This technique is
quick and elegant and also puts the least possible
stress on the metals. It cuts down the annealing
time, it is very sparing in the use of solder, it
leaves very little clean up work, and gives a very
even spread of the solder. The piece is then
annealed and rolled to the desired thickness. It
is now ready for the next step, which is to finish
the edges. Using a coarse file, the edges are all
bevelled. I like the texture of the coarse filing
and am also pleased with the difference in the
thickness of metal on the bevelled edges,
highlighting the contrast in color.
Next, one corner of the rectangle
is annealed and
rolled diagonally to give an elongated corner.
The
dog-eared corner is now folded, using a long,
round nosed plier, while protecting
the surface
with thin leather. Final bending and pleating is
done on a vise with wood facing and using formers
of different shapes. Because of
the balance of the
piece, two pins are
soldered to hold the piece in
a diagonal position with the
folded corner down.
After cleaning and sandblasting,
the flat surface
on the silver side is scribed
to create a grid
pattern. The intersecting points on the
grid are
then burred for mounting and
the stones are set
using hand





I look for a sculptured effect in my work and have
so far confined my interest to small items. I hope
to progress to larger pieces, moving from the
field of decorative jewelry to more substantial
items, where I can exercise the full scope of my
artistic potential while maintaining the theme of
the language of fabric.
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